Secure Digital AV Capture
and Management Solution
Add multiple channels of video

VIQ Solutions provides a complete, integrated digital capture and management workflow for hearings, meetings and
more. VIQ Satellite, our simple but sophisticated software,
takes secure multi-channel digital recording to the next level.
VIQ Satellite captures multiple channels of independent
digital audio and optional video. The system uses alarms and
audible/visible confidence monitoring to ensure recording
quality.
Multimedia attachments like presentations, action plans,
minutes, attendance, etc., all become an integrated part of
the record. You can also make synchronized text annotations
that can aid in transcription or the creation of minutes.
Recordings can be easily shared among authorized users.
VIQ Satellite records directly to harddrive with easy copy to
servers, CD/DVDs or other storage devices. Robust security
and “chain of custody” tracking protect your recordings and
help keep them tamper-free.
Powerful search capabilities let authorized users quickly and
easily locate previously recorded files using a range of criteria including recording number, date/time and participants.
VIQ Satellite lets you start simple. You can start with a single
recording workstation and grow from there as your needs
change. Optional advanced features like integration with
third-party databases and automated fixed/cloud centralized
storage can be easily added to enhance the capture, workflow and collaboration of your digital recordings.

VIQ Satellite provides:
•

Simple, easy to use digital recording software designed for hearing and meetings

•

Industry-leading security protocols and
encryption

•

Compatibility with a wide range of audio
and video capture hardware to give you
the most flexibility

•

Hearings-specific interface that can be
customized to suit your needs

•

Flexible solution that grows as your needs
change: easily add video capture, network
synchronization, case management integration or web-based access to recordings
We provide the solution that’s right for
you, from a single microphone to a networked installation of dozens of rooms.
Contact VIQ for full list of system requirements.

www.viqsolutions.com

